
WARNING, the following Document is about a High Priority Target of the 
Inquisitorius as charged by the Justicar and may be subject to changes as 
Inquisitorious Intelligence might need to provide additional information regarding the
target. In any case it is advised to proceed with extreme caution when going to face 
the target.



Personal Informations

Name: Rian Taldrya
Species: Human/Mirialan-hybrid
Gender: Male
Height: 1.88m / 6'2"
Weight: 102,4 kg / 226lbs
Age: 27
Whereabouts: unknown

Biography

Born on Concordia in 7 ABY, little is known about the time before Rian Taldrya joined the 
Brotherhood after being recruited by his former Master Shaz'air Taldrya in 25 ABY. He has spent 
his entire carrier as member of Clan Taldryan. During his carrier he made himself a name by 
serving the Clan in various intern Leadership positions and  eventually became a Son of Taldrya in 
honor for his service as Consul of the Clan in 32 ABY. 

After stepping down from the position as Consul of Taldryan, Rian focused becoming an agent for 
the Intelligence Branch of the Taldryan Expansionary Forces and eventually managed to infiltrate 
the Dark Council as a Magistrate of the Herald. Up to the point where the Justicar attacked the 
homeworld of Taldryan, forcing him to give up on his mission in favor of helping the rest of his 
Clan during the attack before again becoming the Quaestor of House Ektrosis, a sub-unit of Clan 
Taldryan in the aftermath of the destruction of their homeworld.

Personality and Traits

The Taldrya has a somewhat heroic personality that too can be found in the records about his style 
of leading others where he followed the principle of actions speaking louder for one self than words
could do. Additionally Rian is known to take a high interest in the well being of his comrades, even 
risking the outcome of a mission he has been ordered to only to make sure every member of his 
team gets out alive.

These traits make him a well respected member among the rest of the Clan resulting in most of his 
comrades seeing more like a friend in him than just only the person giving them orders and it is 
absolutely possible that they would stand along him treating him with the exact same heroic 
behavior as he would, especially those who know have already fought side-by-side with him.

Powers and Abilities



Rian Taldrya is not to be taken lightly, he is a skilled 
swordsmen as he has proven time over time in 
encounters with various other members of the 
Inquisitorius during the attack on Taldryan's 
homeworld. He has not only mastered the second 
Lightsaberform known as Makashi, he has also 
received training in the principles of Trakata making 
him an more than capable adversary. 

He is also proficient in the Shien Lightsaberform and 
in the hand-to-hand combat form known as 
Mandalorian Core.

Rian can usually be seen carrying at least two 
lightsabers and a Westar-35 Blaster at his side though he has been seen to carry other weapons as 
well including a Saphire Blade and an Amethyst Kukri which he received for the services he did for 
his Clan. 

Possessions

Rian Taldrya is in ownership of various items, including the StormCloud, his personal Kom'rk-class
figther, a BB-series Droid he calls Cipher and runs by the official designation of BB-C5r and a 
DRK-1 Probe-Droid running by the name Echo.


